
 

 

 

 

 

 

John Henry Eden’s full dress tunic, 1881-1899 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Person 

John Henry Eden was born on 10th May 1851 to Canon John Patrick Eden, Rector of 

Sedgefield, Co. Durham. He joined the Green Howards on 3rd July 1872 as a Lieutenant and 

rose to Lieutenant Colonel before his retirement in 1892. During his time with the 1st 

Battalion he served on the Sudan Campaign against the Mahdists, including taking part in 

the Battle of Ginnis on 30th December 1885. This battle is famously the last in which the 

scarlet coat was worn for active service. According to regimental history, the men were 

ordered to change out of their khaki uniforms (introduced in 1885) and put on their scarlet 

tunic, despite the unsuitability of these uniforms for warfare in the 1880s. As the red coat 

symbolised the British Empire and its army, it was believed the famous uniform would 

terrify the enemy into submission. Eden was awarded the Sudan Campaign medal, Khedive’s 

star and the King’s Coronation Medal for his service.  

After his retirement in 1892, he was appointed Chief Constable of the County of Durham, 

which he held for a decade, before being appointed to the Inspectorship of the 

Constabulary in England and Wales.  Eden married Lady Florence Lowry Corry, from an old 

Irish family, in 1893. The marriage was reported in the forerunner to the Green Howards 

Gazette, ‘Ours’ (the regiment’s monthly magazine) and records John’s continuing links to 

the regiment describing the regimental colours attached to the bridesmaids dresses. He 

died 8th February 1931 and was 

remembered in the gazettes as a keen 

cricketer with a genial and cheery 

disposition.  

This full dress tunic would have been worn 

for formal occasions along with navy blue 

trousers, sash and smart boots. The tunic 

displays the new white facings instituted by 

the Cardwell Reforms. This change from the 

green of the Green Howards to white was 

not well received by the regiment. 

 

 

 

Photograph John Henry Eden wearing the 

tunic, taken in 1898. Item held by The 

Green Howards Museum. 



The Design 

This style of tunic had been in use since the 1860s and had changed little in its outward 

appearance. Coat tails have been entirely removed to create a tunic which more closely 

resembles a civilian suit. Civilian fashions moved towards single-breasted, thigh length 

jackets although highly tailored garments such as the frockcoat remained popular. A 

rounded chest shape is retained through padding and quilting the lining with the addition of 

a waist seam which highlights the body shape. The waist seam is strengthened by a leather 

strip with a brass hook which cinches the waist. The lining of the tunic has been quilted 

using hundreds of tiny hand-made stitches to tack the lining through the interfacing in a 

mesh pattern. The tunic would have been worn with a shirt, navy blue trousers with a red 

welt along the side, boots and a shako.  

Historically, the Green Howards have always worn green facings. Facings include cuffs and 

collars and enable the identification of regiments. This tunic, however, has white facings as 

a result of government reforms. Edward Cardwell was Secretary of State for War 1868-1874 

during which time he systematically changed the British Army through what became known 

as the Cardwell Reforms. The inadequacy of army governance had been highlighted during 

the Crimean War 1854-1856 and the Indian War of Independence. His reforms included a 

systematic change to facings and names of all British Infantry regiments. All regiments were 

to wear white facings, and the 19th Regiment (Green Howards) were now known as The 

Princess of Wales Own Regiment (Yorkshire Regiment). Although the majority of these 

reforms were instituted in the early 1870s, this tunic was not worn by the Green Howards 

until 1881. In terms of style, the tunic is exactly the same as earlier versions but with white 

collar and cuffs instead of green.  

The cuffs and collar are also decorated with gold braid and lace. This decoration is created 

through two processes known as goldwork and couching. Goldwork uses gold strips wound 

around threat to create a thick metal strand which can be stitched with. The strand is then 

‘couched’ by making a stitch over the top of a piece of card or cord, which raises the stitch 

to create a pattern. In the British army either gold or silver can be used to create this 

decoration and is used to identify whether the soldier is part of the regular army, militia or 

volunteer battalion. Gold denotes the regular army while silver is identified with the militia 

or volunteers. This identifier is used in badges, belt buckles and headwear decoration as 

well as garment decoration. 

The skirts of this tunic are plain compared to previous uniforms which would have had 

longer tails with false turnbacks to enable access to the tail pockets. The tunic has a pocket 

inserted into the lining at the left breast and a small pocket cut into the waist seam (front 

right). Removing the tails creates a more practical garment which mirrors civilian styles. 

Instead, simple white edged skirts act as vents and prevent the tunic from riding up when 

sitting, so enabling a greater range of movement. The top of the skirts are marked by two 



regimental buttons displaying the new regimental cap badge of a coronet over an 

intertwined ‘A’ and Danish cross. This represents the new name of the regiment. Princess 

Alexandra of Denmark, wife of the future King Edward VII, has been associated with the 

regiment since 1875, when she presented new colours to replace those used in the Crimean 

War. From 1875 to 1921 the regiment changed name four times. When this tunic was in use 

(1881-1902), the regiment was named The Princess of Wales Own Regiment (The Yorkshire 

Regiment). The ‘A’ in the new cap badge represents Alexandra. 

Continuing to follow civilian fashions, the sleeves are cut generously at the elbow resulting 

in wide sleeves, narrowing only slightly towards the cuff. Excess fabric at the shoulder is 

lightly eased into the seam without creating a puffed effect. The back seam neatly meets 

the sleeve seam (at the back of the sleeve) on the shoulder to create a wide back so 

allowing ease of movement. When the new white facings were introduced, the epaulettes 

were also changed to incorporate a thick twisted braid. Rank identifiers were also moved 

back to the epaulette, instead of the collar, although they remained embroidered, using 

gold and couching techniques to create a 3D decoration. The collar now displays an 

additional regimental badge known as a collar dog.  

The tunic is displayed with a piece of equipment known as a sabretache. It attaches to the 

white leather waistbelt which also incorporates sword slings. The waistbelt displays the new 

regimental cap badge taken into wear in 1883. The sabretache is a flat satchel used to 

transport documents and worn when horse riding. Although this one is plain, the exterior 

can be highly decorative with regimental and royal crests using metal or embroidered 

decorations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



      
 

Top left: Quilted lining. 

Top right: White facing with goldwork braid and lace decoration. 

Bottom: View of entire lining including leather waistband and brass hooks. 

 



 

 
Top: Pocket inserted into waist seam. 

Bottom left: Interior left breast pocket. 

Bottom right: Sleeve shape. 

         



 

Top: The Princess of Wales’ Own Regiment (The Yorkshire Regiment) cap badge on the 

waistbelt buckle. 

Bottom: Collar with embroidered collar dog and looped braid epaulette.  

 

 



Item Measurements and Fabrics 

Although the larger sections of this tunic were machine stitched, hand-stitching is still an 

important aspect of its creation. The lining has been quilted in a mesh pattern with 

hundreds of tiny tacking stitches. Quilting the lining creates padded chest panels which 

round the chest of the wearer. As a full dress uniform, the tunic would have been fitted to 

Eden’s measurements. The bottom hem of the tunic is also left raw (it is not hemmed). Due 

to the quality of the fabric, this edge will not fray.  

Tunic button: 1 inch or 2.5 cm  

Epaulette button: ¾ inch or 1.8 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

3 inch or 7.5 cm wide 

3 inch or 7.5 cm deep 

2 ¾ inch or 7 cm deep 

5 ¾ inch or 

14.5 cm wide 

5 ½ inch or 14 cm deep 

5 ¾ inch or 

14.5 cm 

wide 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Collar height:  

 Front: 1 3/8 inch or 3.5 cm 

 Back: 1 ½ inch or 4 cm 

Waist: 33 5/8 inch 

or 85.5 cm 



 

 

 

 

  

Shoulder: 5 ¾ inch or 14.5 cm Shoulder: 5 ¾ inch or 14.5 cm 

Width across back: 

14 1/8 inch or 36 cm 

Nape to hem: 27 1/8 inch or 69 cm 



  

 

 

 

 

 

Sleeve length: 26 inch 

or 66 cm 

Cuff height:  

 Front (to top of braid): 8 ¾ inch or 22 cm 

 Back: 2 3/8 inch or 6 cm 

Elbow width:      

6 ¾ inch or 17 cm 



         

Red superfine broadcloth.            White superfine broadcloth and gold braid. 

         

Cream shalloon lining.              Cream superfine broadcloth lining. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


